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Spend the year with Hello Kitty.

Calendar
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I have tried to love the calendar on my smartphone, but there are some times i just need a paper

calendar that I can flip thru and see everything I have planned by the month. This is a 24 month

(2016-2017) calendar that measures 3 5/8" wide x 6 3/16" tall. It's the perfect size to keep in my

purse. Along with 24 months in this calendar there are pages for contacts, notes, and days to

remember. The spots are large enough so I can write down what I need to, Plan ahead, and keep

up with my month. There is an elastic band that wraps around to keep the calendar (which has a

plastic case)closed, which is nice so the pages don't get ripped or wrinkled up. I grew up being a

Hello Kitty fan and as an adult I still like Sanrio character, so this was an easy choice when I was

choosing a calendar. I'm really happy with this, great price for 2 years. This was a personal

purchase, I was not asked nor was I obligated to leave a review.

I knew it would be too small for NY needs when I bought it. The size I needed was out of stock. I

write very small in the squares. I really like that it is a 2 year planner. When I need to refer to

something a year previous I will not have to find an old planner. Or when I have to plan something in

the coming year I have that year in my hand. This planner is almost perfect for my needs. It is Hello

Kitty and matches my Hello Kitty pen!

Here kitty Kitty. I love everything about Kitty and my planner is suuficient enough for me to have all



notes at my fingertips. Also everyione that sees it knows it belongs to me for being such a huge

collector of Hello Kitty

I've used quite a few planners in my lifetime. Some big and some small. This one is perfect for me

so I can keep track of things to come up in the future and it has a notes section with a holiday cheat

sheet! It's also small enough for me to carry in my cargo pocket at work. I'm an emt and we need

these a lot. Plus, the kids seem to like it if we happen to get a call with a child.

perfect size for my purse- I get a new one every 2 years- I love it!

LOVE IT! Couldn't find this at my local calendar store, so happy to get it on here. Great quality, the

plastic covering and the elastic on the front keeps it nice and of course its super cute.

Love the strap; love the big spaces to write in; love how slim it is -- fits well in my purse. Hello Kitty is

so cute; I'll never outgrow her!

Great two year planner! Cute and convenient! Good price too!
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